Booking conditions for camping place
The reservation will be taken in consideration after your web booking has been approved by a
written confirmation. Your web booking must be validated by a down payment of 25% of the
stay and 12€ of administration expenses (non-refundable) paid with a credit card. The
reservation is nominative and the pitch can’t be rented to someone other than you.
The number of the pitch is determined by the manager who takes into account as much as
possible your desires, but these can never be required, planning optimization being a priority.
The outstanding balance has to be paid on arrival and before any installation.
In July and August, you can only rent per week from Saturday to Saturday, one night is for a
period of 2 hours minimum from 3.00 pm to 11.00am the following day.
In case of late arrival, without any notification, the campsite can re-rent the pitch.
Your stay will be invoiced from the date of arrival to the date of departure stated on the booking
(even in the case of late arrival or unannounced premature departure) which is always definitive
and not refundable.
In the case of cancellation without warning the management reserves the right to reclaim full
payment of the reserved stay.
If you cancel, the deposit will be refunded on condition that the management has been
prenotified by letter at least 30 days before arrival (cancellations by phone are not valid). In all
other cases the deposit won’t be given back except if you have subscribe a personal insurance.
Any false declaration of the number of occupants may result in expulsion without refund or
compensation. Each additional car on the site or on the parking will be charged for. Minors
must be accompanied by a major during the stay and present a parental authorization upon
arrival, otherwise they would not be accepted.
Only customers conforming to the health and safety regulations will be given identification
bands (for a returnable deposit of 7€) giving them access to the non-supervised swimming pool.
Visitors don’t have access to the swimming pool. Long shorts, Bermudas and long swimwear
are forbidden in the swimming pool. The management declines any responsibility concerning
the personal effects of the clients deposited at the swimming pool.
Visitors do not have access to the swimming-pool.
In low season or for reasons beyond our control, the campsite reserves the right to modify or
even eliminate some installations and facilities.
Pets: They must be kept on a leash on the campsite, have a tattoo and vaccination concerning
rabies (decree of 30/06/1992), the vaccination certificate must be presented upon arrival. They
mustn’t be left alone in a vehicle, caravan, tent or on site.
Free bags are at your disposal at the reception to collect their possible droppings.
Every camper is obliged to comply with the rules and regulations of the campsite. In the event
of a dispute, only the French text shall prevail and the Courts of Amiens shall have exclusive
jurisdiction

